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,a§Ãitsuj ed esaf a ©Ã apate atniuq A .o£Ãhnac mu a etnerf me sodidecus sodidecus meb siam sues ed snuglA .sopmet were King Lear, Othello, Hamlet, Macbeth, The Taming of the shrew, Tempest, As you like It, Romeo and Juliet, The Winter¢ÃÂÂs Tale¢ÃÂÂ etc. He died in 1616. This poem is a masterpiece of Shakespeare¢ÃÂÂs keen observation
and fine poetry. All the World¢ÃÂÂs A Stage is an extract from Shakespeare¢ÃÂÂs famous play As You Like It. Shakespeare is regarded as the world¢ÃÂÂs greatest dramatist and poet. In this poem, he has masterfully described various stages of human life. He compares the world with a big stage and all human beings are actors and actresses. Man
first appears in this stage as an infant crying and vomiting in the arms of a nurse or mother. Then he is seen as a schoolboy with a shining morning face, walking slowly and unwillingly to school. Soon he becomes a young man burning with the passion of love and singing in praise of his beloved. In the next stage, he is like an ambitious soldier who is
ready to undertake any adventure in order to gain honor and fame. In the next stage, he plays his role as wise and mature justice. Then we find him as an old man with spectacles on the nose and a bag in his hand. His size shrinks and his manly voice turns into a thin childish voice. His last stage is very pathetic as he loses almost all his senses and
joys of life. The poem draws a sad and realistic picture of human life. The underlying meaning is that life is temporary and changing phases of life pass rather too quickly. The language is simple and the imagery is attractive. He shows us that man¢ÃÂÂs stay in his world is quite temporary. After performing the role allotted by God, he leaves this
world. All the world¢ÃÂÂs a stage And all the men and women merely players They have their exits and their entrances; And one man in his time plays many parts, His acts being seven ages. At first the infant, Mewling and puking in the nurse¢ÃÂÂs arms. Reference and Context These lines have been taken from the poem All the World¢ÃÂÂs a
Written by this poem, the poet uses the images of acting on stage. He decides human life in seven stages. He says this world is a great stage of life. All human beings are as actors. They play their roles and leave the stage through the door of death. These stages of a man's life are a baby, a student, a lover, a soldier, a judge, a judge, an old man, and a
very old man. Explanation In these lines, Shakespeare describes the various stages of human life. He says that this world is like a stage in which all human beings appear as actors. They enter the stage at their fixed times and leave it in turn. A man plays seven roles in his life. He begins his life journey as a child. Shakespeare gave a realistic picture of
a child. A child is a helpless creature. At this stage, he is seen crying and vomiting milk in his mother's arms. He drinks a lot of milk, but he doesn't digest it. He seems completely powerless and dependent on this stage. That way, he leaves his clothes dirty. The nurse or mother has to take care of him and feed him. Lines 7-9 and then the school boy,
with his backpack, and the bright morning face, crawling like a snail in a useless way for school reference and context explanation in these lines, William Shakespeare means to tell us that human life is not a fixed and static thing. It is constantly growing and changing. Man becomes a student after passing through the childhood period. In the second
stage of human life, man can be seen as a complaining student with a bright morning face walking slowly, but does not prepare for school. of the teacher makes him go to school with reluctance. Shakespeare drew a beautiful picture of his student. It compares it with the movements of an insect snail. The snail is known for its slow movements. It's a
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EREVES Seye Htiw DâTMâ€TMnil Nopac Doog htiw ylleb Dnuor riaf ni ,Ecitsuj ht neht DNA 12-7 .noitatuper dna yenom rof sksir ekat dna serutnevda Lines 29-32 last scene of all that ends this strange agitated story is the second childhood and the mere forgetfulness? without teeth, without eyes, without taste, without all reference and explanation of
context in these lines, the poet describes the last stage of human beings. the last stage is the stage of forgetting and forgetting. can be called extreme old age. is the stage of total forgetfulness and the second childhood. this stage ends the agitated life of man. man cannot enjoy the charms of life. he gets no teeth, no vision, no taste and no everything.
this is once again the stage of total helplessness. evokes a feeling of pathos. At this stage, the life of man becomes very painful and difficult. Questions and important answers Question 1 Why does shakespeare call the world of a stage? write a note about the precise observation of the life of shakespeare, worldwide, the response of shakespeare
described the seven stages of man's life. in each stage, man imagines himself as great and important. shakespeare described every stage of man's life with a great choice of words. he prays lively and beautiful images to describe the different stages of life. the period of childhood was outlined in a funny way with the help of images pissing and vomiting
on the nurse's arm. the school goes to your school in a useless way. He described it as crawling like a snail. the views of the lover as a furnace. a soldier is barbed as forgiveness. some other words may not be out of place to mention the description of different stages of man's life. the choice of words is so appropriate. the whole poem was written with
a complete dramatic style. we see all the stages of life going before our eyes. the poem is written in blank verse. The rhyme scheme is missing in the poem. the poet divided human life generally into seven periods u stages. the seven stages eraepsekahS eraepsekahS rop Symball of the life of each one on earth. A child always behaves the way she does
in the poem. Most boys and girls are not willing to leave home for studies or some regular activities. All young people are moved by the passion for love and sex and like to be lovers and loved ones. They want to fight or fight for their Paãs in their patriotism. Later in their lives, they want in a responsive position like that of a judge. The last two phases
of old, old men and women are common to all mankind. The poem is indeed an elegy over the universal state of man of helplessness and ending. Question 2 In fact, the whole stage of the world discusses the journey of life. Elaborate. Answer In this poem, William Shakespeare explained beautifully seven phases of human life. He compares the world
with a great stage and all human beings are actors and actresses. Firstly, a man appears on stage like a baby who cries and vomits in the brain of a nurse or mother. Secondly, he is seen as a student with a shiny morning face, walking slowly and unwilling to school. Thirdly, he becomes a burning young man with the passion of love and singing in
praise of his beloved. The fourth step is that of a passionate soldier who is ready to make any adventure to gain honor and fame. In fifth place, he performs his part as a just and serene justion. In sixth place, we find him as an old man with nose and a bag in his nose. Its size shrinks and your voice turns into a thin child voice. Its last stage is very
unfortunate, as it loses almost all of your senses and joys of life. The poem shows a sad and realistic image of human life. The poet expresses us that the permanence of a man in this world is temporary. After playing the role attributed to him by God, he leaves the world. In fact, the poem discusses the journey magoj magoj sneganosrep omoc adiv an
setrap saus magoj sonamuh seres so ,edadrev aN .odnum etsen memoh mu Papament on stage. Life is a drama, as the world is a stage and not human beings are actors. They intoxicate with power, beauty and wealth. They remain forgotten of the last two phases of their lives. This shows the end of human life. Question 3 Which step, in your opinion, is
described more accurately? Answer In this poem, the poet divided human life into seven stages. These steps are based on human activities of an infancy to old age. He gave artist details of vain ages. He shows his observance and wonderful understanding of human life. The description of several steps is quite accurate and true, but the description of
the lover is wonderful. The poet says that during youth a love burns with the passion of love. He is full of deep emotion. When he breathes, it looks like a furnace. He also sings love for the praise of the beautiful eyebrows of his beloved. His moms are full of pain and pathos, as he wants to get his beloved as rude as possible. The description of a young
man in this poem is precise. The deep feelings and passions in a lover is a natural thing. In fact, the sexual passion is at its peak due to adulthood. The healthy of signing as an oven is fit and suitable. The third stage of the lover in man's life is the most attractive in the poem. It is a common experience to find lovers in his youth with thirst for love and
satisfaction in the company of his beloved. Shakespeare has outlined this third phase of man's life in every way attractive and interesting because he provides a true image of a lover eager to obtain his beloved. A young man may not disagree with the description of Shakespeare from the lover. Question 4 Write a note about the fourth and fifth phases
of man's life. Explain the fourth and fifth estate of life, as described in All the Worlds Answer William Shakespeare showed us the most realistic and accurate atniuq e atrauq A .o£Ã§Ãafsitas e adiv ed sodom sues ed mev euq edºÃas etnelecxe amu mªÃtnam selE .socir sotnemila sortuo e ognarf ed saiehc o£Ãtse sagirrab sauS .sopit so sodot ed sovres
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All the latest news, reviews, pictures and video on culture, the arts and entertainment. 15/09/2016 · On a single-stage compressor, all cylinders will be the same size and have their own inlet valves. On the other hand, in two-stage compressors, there is only one inlet, and the second piston is shorter than the first, and the two are linked by a cooling
tube, which brings the temperature of the air down before the second round of compression. 24/06/2022 · Janes | The latest defence and security news from Janes - the trusted source for defence intelligence Tested with prerelease Safari 16 and latest stable versions of Chrome, Microsoft Edge, and Firefox at the time of testing on: 13-inch MacBook
Pro systems with Apple M1 and prerelease macOS Ventura, and Intel Core i7-based PC systems with NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3050 Ti laptop GPU and Windows 11 Home; iPad Pro 12.9-inch (5th generation) units with iPadOS 15.4.1, Intel … 23/02/2022 · Graphics file formats differ in the way they represent image data (as pixels or vectors), and support
different compression techniques and Photoshop features. To preserve all Photoshop features (layers, effects, masks, and so on), save a copy of your image in Photoshop format (PSD). Like most file formats, PSD supports files up to 2 GB in size. 27/06/2022 · At a Glance. The 14 and 16-inch MacBook Pro models feature an all-new design with more
ports, no Touch Bar, MagSafe, M1 Pro and M1 Max chips, a mini-LED display with camera notch, and more. Ubuntu Touch is a mobile version of the Ubuntu operating system, being developed by the UBports community. Its user interface is written in Qt, and is designed primarily for touchscreen mobile devices such as smartphones and tablet
computers, but the original goal of convergence was intended to bring Ubuntu Touch to laptops, desktops, IOT devices and TVs for a complete …
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